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A REPRESENTATION OF SUM
OF DEPENDENT BERNOULLI RANDOM VARIABLES AS SUM

OF INDEPENDENT RANDOM VARIABLES

By C.}. PARK AND HAN YOUNG CHUNG

1. Introduction and summary

Consider a finite or infinite sequence of exchangeable Bernoulli random

variables, Xl> X z, .... Let Sn~±Xi' n~l, then the ,~){changeability of
;=1

(Xl> X z, •••, Xn) implies that the probability distribution of S,n and the distribu-
tion of Xil+Xi2+···+Xim, lSh<i2<··~<im, for m=1,2, ..., sn are identi
cal. The distribution of the su~ of ex~hangeable Bernoulli rarldom variables
explored by De Finetti [1930J plays an impo];tant role in the BaYeflUm inference.
In this paper we consider a sum of exchangeable Bernoulli random variables

. . ~f' n

which has the following property: A sum SIt = ~Xi of random variables
. . ~ ;=1

X}, X z, ••• , is said to have ~n independent sum representation (IS'R) property
if there exists a sequence of independent Bernoulli random variables Yh Yz, •.• ,
Yn such that the distribution of Sn is the same as the distribution of
Y1+ Y2+···+ Yn·

Thus when the sum of the exchangeable random variables has the ISR
property the limiting distribution of the sum may be readily obtained. The sum
of exchangeable Bernoulli random variables considered in the classical occupancy
problems, see Feller [1972J, Harris and Park [1911], and Johnson and Kotz
[1977J, has the ISR property. The sum of exchangeable Bernoulli random
variables considered in the. urn model problems, see Park [1976J, [1977J and
Johnson and Kotz [1977J, also has the the ISR property

In this .paper an attempt is made to characterize the sum of exchangeable
Bernoulli random variables that has the ISR property. We have utilized the
difference differential equation of the factorial moment generating function of
the sum of random variables.

2. Main results

Let X}, X 2, ••• be a sequence of. exchaJ!geable Bernoulli random variables.
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Let P".k=Pr[X1+X2+···+X,,=kJ. then it can be shown that P",k satisfied
the following backward recurrence relation.

k+l . n-k
(1) P"-ltk=--P".k+l+--P,,.k , n2::2.n n

Let p,,(t)

then p" (t)

(2)

be the factorial moment generating, (f. m. g.) function defined by
'. . . . . ~..

p,,(t) = I:. (1+t)kp",k ,
.=0

satisfies the following difference differential equation

P,,-l (t) =p,,(t) --i-Pn'(t), n~2..,.

THEOREM 1. if the suin of exchangeable random:'variables Xlt X 2• •••• X".
for some n, has the 18R property. then the sum of Xl> X 2, "', X m• for_m<n,
has the J8R property.

II

Proof. If the sum 8,,= I:.X; has the 18R property, then the f. m. g. :func-
. . i=l

tron p" (t) of 8" can be written as
..

p..(t)=lf(l+Pj), O<Pj~l, .
j=l

and we will prove that the sum 8,,-1 has the 18R property by showing that
the f. m. g. function P,,-l(t) of 8"-1 can be written in the form

.-1

(3)" 911-1 (t) = If (1+ajt), where O<aj ~ 1.
j=1

In equation (2), let Pll-l(t) =0, then we have
. d n

(4) p,,'(t) Ip,,(t) =lit In PII(t) =t".
•

For t>O, clearly 9" (t) = If (1+Pjt) >0, thus
j=l

d • p. .....L n
dt In PII(t) = ~ 1+p.t < ~ t =-t.

J=1 J J=1

This means that P,,-l(t) =0 cannot have positive roots. Clearly. zero is not
a root of tPlI-l (t) =0. Thus all the real roots of tP,,-l (t) =0 must'be negative.
On the other hand, for t<::O, P,.' (t) IPII(t) has simple poles at every zero' 'of
PII(t) (including multiple zeroes) and the equation (4) implies that ¢I,,-l(t)
must have real zeros which are less than the largest zero of p,,(t). This
proves that ¢I,,-l(t) can be written in the form given by (3). Hence it follows
that the sum 8"-1" has the ISR property, and by. induction 8m, for m~n.

must have the 18R property.
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EXAMPLE. Consider an urn which contains b black and r balls. We draw
m balls at random one at a time without replacement and let Xi=l(O)
if the ith 'ball is a black (red) ball. Then the· sum 8m of random variable
Xl> X 2, ' .•, X m has the ISR property for m:=:;;r+b because tPr+,,(t)"= (1+t)"
which say sthat the sum Xl+X 2+ .'.+X"+r has ISR property. That is, using
Theorem 1, thef. m. g. function tPm(t) of the sum X I+X2+,,·+Xmgiven by

can be written
mill(I.-)

tPmCt) = If (l+ajt), O<aj:=:;;l.
j=O

The equation (2) can be written as

tPn-ICt) =(1- :D)tPnCt),

where DtPn(t)=tPn'(t). From Theorem 1 it follows that if

"tPnCt)=.lf (I+Pjt), O<Pj~l.
1=1

then the operator (1~ ~ D) preserves the ISR property In the sense that
,,-1

ifJn-1 (t) can be written ifJn-1 (t) =.If (1+ajt), O<aj~l.
1=1

In the above exmple, let Pn,k=Pr[XI+X2+···+Xn=kJ, and let tPn(i)=

±(I+ t) kPn,l:, then the following forward difference differential equation
1=0

for ifJnCt) can be readily obtained

(5) ifJn+l(t) =(1+ r+:-n t)ifJn(t) ;~t~~ ifJn'Ct)

Note that, using the equation (5), the proof of the 18R property Cannot be
easily provided. However, the following theorem asserts that the equations
(2) and (5) are equiv~ent.

THEOREM 2. Let Xl> X 2, .•., X n be a sequence of exchangeable random vari
ables and'let tPn(t) denote thef.m.g. function of the sum (XI+X2+···+Xn),
then there exist constants An and Bn which are independent of t 'such that the
forward difference differential equation is given by
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Proof. It can be easily shown that using (2) and (5), An and B" can be
determined by the following system of equations:

n.A,.-nrj.' (0) B,,=tP,,' (0)
(n-l)tP'/ (O)A,,- (n~1) (tP,/ (0) +,pn" (0» Bn=,pn" (0)

Th.is system of equations has a unique solution An and B", hence Theorem 2
·follows.

REMARKS. 1. The hypergeometric example has the forward difference diff
erential equation of the form of, equation (6). with A,,=b/ (r+b-n) and

\ . '.,
B,,=I/ (r+b-n). .,

2. Suppose the sum of Bernoulli random variables has the difference diff
erential equation of the form (6) given in Theorem 2. It is not generally
true that the sequence of Bernoulli random variables is exchangeable.

3. Consider an urn which has b black and r red balls. We draw a ball
at random and replace it together with s balls, of the same color. Repeat the
procedure n times and let X;= 1 (0) if the ith ball drawn is a black (red)
ball. Then XIt X2, ••• , Xn are exchangeable &rnoulli random variables and they
have the ISR property if s= -1 (Hypergeometric) and s=O (Binomial). For
s:?:: 1, they do not, in general, enjoy- the ISR property.

Now we consider an occupancy problem. Assum that m balls are randomly
distributed into N equi-probable.cells. X m,;=1 (0) if the i-th cell is empty
"(oCcupied). Then for each m, X~~l' X m,2, •.•, Xm,N are exchangeable Bernoulli
random variables. Let -

N-l
Qm,k=Pr[Xm,I+Xm,2+···+Xm,N=kJ and ,pm(t) 1~(l+t)kQm,k

. • t; - _. I~ : ". ; "\

then the forward difference ~ffere.ntial equation for ,pm(t) can be written
. -". . ~. ,;' t

(7) ,pm+l (t) =tPm(t) -li,pm' (t):

Notice that tPm (t) is a polynomial in t of degree N -1. Using the similar
argument used in the. proof of Theorem 2, the following theorem can be
readily proved. See Harris and Park [1971J.

THEOREM 3. If the sum Sm=Xm,I+Xm,2+···+Nm,N satisfies the ISR
property for some m, then X",I+X",2+···+X",N for n:?::m has the ISR
property. Noticethat for the occupancy problem we have ,pI (t) = (1+t)N-I,
which says that X"h1+Xh2+···+XltN has the ISR property, thus for n:?::l,

XII,1+X",2+ ...+XtpN has the ISR property. ..
., The backward difference differe~tial equatio~ for. ,pm(t) can be be written
as
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(
t t2 tN-I)

(8) rPm(t)= 1+ N_I D+(N_l)(N_2)D2+"'+(N_l)!l)N-l tPm+l(t).

From (7) we can say that the operator (1-fv D) preserves the ISR pro-
N-l

perty, that is, if tPm(t) can be written as .lr(l+Pjt), O<Pj~l, then rPm+l(t)
1=1

N-l

can be also written as lr (1+ajt), O<aj~l. In the same sense, can it be
j=l

said that the operator

(
t t 2 . t N - 1 )

1+ N-l D+ (N_l)(N_2)D2+ ...+ (N-l)! l)N-l

preserves the !SR property? We leave this problem to the reader.
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